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Abstract
Target sound detection (TSD) aims to detect the target sound
from a mixture audio given the reference information. Pre-
vious methods use a conditional network to extract a sound-
discriminative embedding from the reference audio, and then
use it to detect the target sound from the mixture audio. How-
ever, the network performs much differently when using differ-
ent reference audios (e.g. performs poorly for noisy and short-
duration reference audios), and tends to make wrong decisions
for transient events (i.e. shorter than 1 second). To overcome
these problems, in this paper, we present a reference-aware and
duration-robust network (RaDur) for TSD. More specifically,
in order to make the network more aware of the reference in-
formation, we propose an embedding enhancement module to
take into account the mixture audio while generating the em-
bedding, and apply the attention pooling to enhance the features
of target sound-related frames and weaken the features of noisy
frames. In addition, a duration-robust focal loss is proposed to
help model different-duration events. To evaluate our method,
we build two TSD datasets based on UrbanSound and Audioset.
Extensive experiments show the effectiveness of our methods.
Index Terms: target sound detection, embedding enhancement,
reference-aware, duration-robust focal loss

1. Introduction
Human beings have the ability to focus their auditory attention
on a particular sound in a multi-source environment, which at-
tracts the related studies in machine hearing. In this paper, we
focus on the target sound detection (TSD) task [1], which aims
to recognize and localize target sound source within a mixture
audio given a reference audio or/and a sound label, e.g. detect-
ing the talking sound within a noisy cafe environment. TSD
has many potential applications, such as noise monitoring for
smart cities [2] and large-scale multimedia indexing [3]. TSD
is similar to sound event detection (SED), however, the differ-
ence is that SED aims to classify and localize all pre-defined
sound events (e.g., train horn, car alarm) within an audio clip,
which has been widely studied [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Other related
tasks include speaker extraction [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] where the
target speech is extracted from a mixture speech given a refer-
ence utterance of the target speaker, and acoustic events sound
selection (or removal) problems [15, 16, 17]. Different from
them, TSD focuses on the detection task, as seen in multimedia
retrieval applications where the training data can be more easily
obtained.

In a recent work [1], a target sound detection network (TS-
DNet) is presented, which is composed of a conditional network
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Figure 1: The architecture of our proposed RaDur. Here, CL de-
notes the frame-level classification layer, containing two fully-
connected layers and one softmax function.

and a detection network. In TSDNet, a sound-discriminative
embedding generated by the conditional network is used as the
reference information to guide the detection network for detect-
ing the target sound from the mixture audio. TSDNet provides
a good detection performance on a small-scale training dataset
(i.e. UrbanSound [18]). However, we observe that TSDNet
tends to make wrong detection on short-duration events (such
as chop and bouncing), as Figure 2(a) shows. In addition, the
performance of detection highly relies on the quality of the ref-
erence information, which may be severely degraded when the
reference audio is noisy or quite short.

To address these issues, in this paper, we propose a
reference-aware and duration-robust network (called RaDur)
for target sound detection task. More specifically, we design
an embedding enhancement module in the conditional network,
which utilizes the frames of mixture audio related to the ref-
erence information to enhance the embedding. We employ the
attention pooling function to guide the conditional network to
attend to target-related frames and ignore noisy frames or inter-
ference. In addition, we apply a multi-scale feature extractor to
extract characteristics of events with different duration and we
propose a duration-aware focal loss to solve the problems in-
duced by short-duration events. To evaluate our method, we use
URBAN-TSD dataset [1] and establish a new large-scale dataset
(Audioset-TSD) based on Audioset [3]. The experiments show
that our proposed method provide 6.6% and 16.7% improve-
ment for the segment-based and event-based F scores on the
URBAN-TSD dataset, and 23.8% and 8.0% improvement for
the segment-based and event-based F scores on the Audioset-
TSD dataset.

2. Proposed Method
The architecture of our proposed network (RaDur) is shown in
Fig. 1, which is composed of two parts: a conditional network
and a detection network. In the conditional network, we pro-
pose an embedding enhancement module and use the attention



pooling function to obtain more sound-discriminative embed-
ding. In the detection network, we apply multi-scale feature ex-
tractor to generate a multiple view of the mixture audio with
respect to different-duration events. In addition, a duration-
aware focal loss function is proposed to facilitate the modelling
of short-duration events. The details are as follows.

2.1. Conditional Network

The conditional network aims to extract a sound-discriminative
embedding vector from the reference audio. Similar to the pre-
vious work [1], we adopt a VGG-like convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) model [19] for the conditional network, which uses
the log-mel spectrogram as input and consists of 5 convolutional
blocks with 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 output channels, respec-
tively. Lastly, we use a fully-connected layer to output the con-
ditional embedding vector with a fixed dimension of 128.

We observe that the quality of the embedding is crucial to
TSD. If the reference audio contains noise or if the duration of
the event within the reference audio is shorter than 1 second, the
quality of the embedding and thereby the performance of TSD
will be degraded. To make the embedding more discriminative
and robust to noise and other interference, we propose an at-
tention pooling function and an embedding enhancement (EE)
module to enhance the embedding.

2.1.1. Attention Pooling Function

We find that many frames of the reference audio do not include
the information of the target sound, instead, these frames may
include noises or other interference information. As a result,
these target-irrelevant frames may affect the distinguishability
of the embedding. Inspired by the temporal attention pooling
operations in the audio classification tasks [20, 8, 21], we re-
place the global pooling layer in [1] with an attention pooling
(AP) function which enables the network to attend to the frames
containing the reference information. More specifically, given
the input representation of the reference audio xr ∈ Rtr×fr

where tr and fr denote the number of time frames and the
number of frequency bands, respectively, we can get the deep
time-frequency feature Er ∈ Rt′×Cr from the encoder fre.

Er = fre(xr; θr) (1)

where t′ denotes the number of feature frames, Cr denotes the
dimension of the feature for each frame and θr is the parameters
of the encoder. Then we use the global average pooling fGAP

to get the global feature eg ∈ RCr .

eg = fGAP (Er) (2)

After that, we use the global feature eg as query, Er as key to
calculate attention weights of all the frames a ∈ Rt′ . Finally,
we get the final embedding ef ∈ RCr according to the atten-
tion weights.

Q = egWq,K = ErWk (3)

a = softmax(
KQT

√
Cr

) (4)

Ef = Er ⊗ a, ef =

t′∑
i=1

Ei
f (5)

where Wq ∈ RCr×Cq and Wk ∈ RCr×Ck denote the learn-
able weights, and Cq = Ck. Ef = {E1

f , E
2
f , ..., E

t′
f } ∈

Rt′×Cr denotes the weighted feature and ⊗ indicates the
element-wise multiplication of a matrix and a vector.

2.1.2. Embedding Enhancement Module

We can mitigate the problem caused by noise and short-duration
events using the attention pooling, but the quality of some ref-
erence audios is still poor. From the experiments, we find that if
we use several reference audios or directly use the target audio
as the reference audio, we can get a much better performance.
However, we cannot get the target audio in practical applica-
tions, and it is sometimes hard to collect multiple audios for
some unseen classes [22, 23]. To further improve the quality of
the embedding without using extra data, in this paper, we pro-
pose to use the mixture audio to enhance the embedding and
present an embedding enhancement (EE) module which works
at different training stages. The core idea is to use the detection
results of the previous training stages (i.e. previous epochs in
our experiments) to select frames from the features of the mix-
ture audio that contain the characteristics of the target event.
After that, we use these frames as the additional reference in-
formation to enhance the quality of the embedding.

To be more specific, we denote fd as the detection network
whose inputs are the mixture audio xm ∈ Rtm×fm and the
embedding ef , where tm and fm denote the number of time
frames and the number of frequency bands, respectively. Hence,
we can get the detection results of the previous stage ŷ ∈ Rt′

by
ŷ = fd(xm, ef ; θd) (6)

where θd denotes the parameters of the detection network, and
the details of the detection network are introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2. Next, we can get the deep time-frequency feature of the
mixture audio Em ∈ Rt′×Cr from the encoder fre similarly to
(1).

Em = fre(xm; θr) (7)

Then for the current training stage, we select top-k frames of the
feature of the mixture audio according to the detection results
ŷ. Note that k ≪ t′, and we can get the selected feature E′

m ∈
Rk×Cr and the corresponding the detection scores ŷ′ ∈ Rk.
Finally, the selected feature is used to enhance the reference
embedding ef by the attention method.

Q′ = efW
′
q,K

′ = E′
mW ′

k (8)

a′ = softmax(
K′Q′T

√
Cr

) (9)

Es = E′
m ⊗ a′, e′

f =

k∑
i=1

Ei
s (10)

where W ′
q and W ′

k denote the learnable weights. e′
f ∈ RCr

is the enhanced embedding, a′ ∈ Rk is the attention weights
of selected frames, and Es = {E1

s , E
2
s , ..., E

k
f } ∈ Rk×Cr de-

notes the weighted selected feature. As this EE module utilizes
the previous training stage to guide the current stage, we argue
that in the first several epochs, the EE module is not required,
while it turns out to be important with the increase in the num-
ber of training epochs. Thus, we set the first 10 epochs as the
warm-up stage in which the EE module is not applied, while in
the following epochs, the results from the previous epoch are
used to enhance the current epoch. In addition, if there is no
target sound happening in the mixture audio, the EE module
still makes the embedding attend to the mixture audio, which
may interfere the original reference audio. Therefore, we set
a hyper-parameter τ to control the EE module. Here, τ is a
threshold which is used to filter the detection scores ŷ′. Finally,



we use a fusion layer (1D convolutional layer) to integrate the
original embedding and the enhanced embedding.

ŷ′
i =

{
0, if ŷ′

i < τ

ŷ′
i, if ŷ′

i ≥ τ
,a′′ = a′ ⊗ ŷ′ (11)

E′
s = E′

m ⊗ a′′, e′′
f =

k∑
i=1

E′i
s (12)

e⋆
f = Conv1d(ef )⊗ Conv1d(e′′

f ) (13)

where e⋆
f ∈ RCr is the modified enhanced embedding, a′′ ∈

Rk is the modified attention weights of selected frames, and
E′

s = {E′1
s , E′2

s , ..., E′k
f } ∈ Rk×Cr denotes the modified

weighted selected feature. The whole process for generating
the enhanced embedding is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Embedding Generation.

Input:
The input representation of the reference audio xr; The in-
put representation of the mixture audio xm;

Output: The enhanced embedding e⋆
f ;

1: Get the original embedding ef using equation (1)-(5);
2: Get the feature of the mixture audio Em using equation (7);
3: Get the detection results of the previous stage ŷ using equa-

tion (6);
4: Select top-k frames from Em, and get the selected feature

E′
m and the corresponding detection scores ŷ;

5: Calculate the attention weights a′ using equation (8)-(9);
6: Modify the attention weights and get a′′ using equation

(11);
7: Calculate e⋆

f according to equation (12)-(13);
8: return e⋆

f ;

2.2. Detection Network

The detection network is composed of three parts: (1) Multi-
scale feature extractor: a CNN-based structure aiming to extract
the acoustic representation of the mixture audio. As Figure 1
shows, to effectively capture both the global and local informa-
tion which is good for the long and transient events, multi-scale
CNNs with varied kernel sizes 1 × 1, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 are em-
ployed [24] in the first layer with the 64 output channels. Be-
sides, we use gated linear units (GLUs) [25] to replace ReLU
[26] activation in this layer. After that, we concatenate the out-
put of multi-scale CNNs, and feed it to three CNN blocks with
the output channels of 128, 256 and 512 respectively to get the
final representation. (2) Bi-GRU: one Bi-GRU layer with 512
units is used to capture temporal dependencies and integrate the
conditional embedding. (3) Frame-level classification layer: it
composes of two fully-connected layers with 256 hidden units
and a softmax function, which is used to get the frame-level
predictions.

2.3. Loss Function

TSDNet [1] uses the binary cross entropy (BCE) loss as the
training objective. In this paper, we find that using the focal
loss [27] can get better performance especially on Audioset-
TSD dataset. Furthermore, to solve the problems caused by
short-duration events, a duration-aware focal loss function is

proposed, which is based on the focal loss, defined by:

Lfocal = −βy(1− ŷ)γ log(ŷ)− (1− β)(1− y)ŷγ log(1− ŷ)
(14)

where β and γ are hyper-parameters. ŷ and y denote the
frame-level prediction probability and label, respectively. The
focal loss is a dynamically scaled cross entropy loss, where
the scaling factor decays to zero as confidence in the correct
class increases. Hence, the scaling factor can automatically
down-weight the contributions of easy examples during train-
ing, which allows the model to focus on hard examples. To fur-
ther improve the performance of the transient events, we pro-
pose the duration-aware focal loss function (Du-Focal Loss),
which works by applying different weights to events of differ-
ent duration.

LDu−focal = (1 + α
e−w − e−wmax

e−wmin − e−wmax
)Lfocal (15)

where w ∈ [0, 10] denotes the average duration of each event
in the training dataset, wmax = 0 is the maximum value and
wmin = 10 is the minimum value. We use e−w−e−wmax

e−wmin−e−wmax

to scale the values to [0, 1]. α is a hyper-parameter which
controls the ratio of the extra weights of the loss.

3. Audioset-TSD Dataset
We build a new TSD dataset based on Audioset [28]. Here, we
use the strong-labelled data [29] which includes 94,126 training
clips and 16,118 test clips, and they come from 456 different
classes. We choose 192 different classes to build a large-scaled
TSD dataset, named as Audioset-TSD dataset. The process for
building the TSD dataset is the same as the previous work [1].
Note that Audioset-TSD dataset also includes negative samples,
in which the mixture audio does not contain the target sound. In
summary, Audioset-TSD dataset includes 10-second 490,336
training, 40,185 validation and 83,334 test clips. We take the
reference audio for each category directly from the Audioset
training set. We preferentially select the audio clips that do not
contain interference from other events, but they may still con-
tain background noises.

As a result, compared with URBAN-TSD dataset [1] which
contains 10-class 48,489 samples, the Audioset-TSD dataset
contains more data with a bigger number of classes. In addi-
tion, the clips contain noises and interference from other events.
Therefore, it is a more challenging dataset.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setups

Dataset. We evaluate our methods on Audioset-TSD and
URBAN-TSD [1] datasets.
Metrics. We use the segment-based F-measure and event-based
F-measure [30] as the evaluation metrics, which are the most
commonly used metrics for sound event detection. All the F-
scores are macro-averaged.
Preprocessing. The pre-extracted log mel-spectrograms with
a window of 1024 samples and hop length of 320 samples are
used in our experiments. The number of Mel bands is set to 64
and the size of log mel spectrogram is 1001× 64.
Training details. In the training phase, the Adam optimizer
[31] is employed as the optimizer with a learning rate of
1 × 10−3. Batch size is set to 64 and training takes 50 epochs.



Table 1: The comparison between TSDNet and Radur on the
URBAN-TSD dataset. S-F and E-F denote segment- and event-
based F score. We did the experiments three times and report
the mean value.

Model Loss AP EE S-F E-F
TSDNet [1] BCE 69.3 30.6

Radur BCE 71.5 33.3
Radur BCE ✓ 71.7 33.5
Radur BCE ✓ ✓ 73.5 35.2
Radur Focal ✓ ✓ 73.9 35.7
Radur Du-Focal ✓ ✓ 73.8 35.7

Table 2: The comparison between TSDNet and Radur on the
Audioset-TSD dataset.

Model Loss AP EE S-F E-F
TSDNet [1] BCE 49.5 48.6

Radur BCE 51.3 50.0
Radur BCE ✓ 52.5 51.4
Radur BCE ✓ ✓ 54.4 52.2
Radur Focal ✓ ✓ 58.3 51.1
Radur Du-Focal ✓ ✓ 61.3 52.5

Following [1], the dimension of the embedding vector is 128
and we use the multiplication fusion manner. We choose top-2
frames for the EE module. Unless specifically stated, the hyper-
parameters α, β, γ and τ are set to 1.5, 0.65, 2 and 0.7 respec-
tively, empirically based on the validation set.

4.2. Experimental results

We evaluate our proposed Radur and the state-of-the-art method
[1] on URBAN-TSD and Audioset-TSD datasets, and report the
experimental results in Tables 1 and 2. By comparing row 1 and
row 2 in Tables 1 and 2, we can see that RaDur has better per-
formance thanks to the multi-scale convolutional scheme and
deeper network structure. By comparing row 2 and row 3 in
Table 2, we can see that the AP module leads to about 1.4% im-
provement on the event-based F1 score, which means that the
AP module can improve the quality of reference embedding. In
addition, the comparison between row 3 and 4 shows the ef-
fectiveness of the EE module. We can see that the focal loss
performs better than the BCE loss especially on the Audioset-
TSD dataset, and our proposed Du-Focal loss further improves
the performance on the Audioset-TSD dataset. Instead, the Du-
Focal loss does not bring improvement on the URBAN-TSD
dataset, for the reason that all of the events in this dataset have
similar duration (1-2 seconds).

To further analyze the influence of event duration on the
performance, we divide the 192 events into 5 groups according
to the average duration in the test set. As Figure 2 (a) shows,
the duration of the first group is from 0 seconds to 1 seconds,
which represents the transient events. The duration of the last
group is from 7 seconds to 10 seconds, which represents the
long events. We can find that detecting transient events is the
most difficult task. Because of the multi-scale feature extractor
and duration-aware focal loss, RaDur provides significant
improvement on transient events. However, the detection
results for transient and long events still have a large gap,
which deserves further study in our future work.

Table 3: Ablation studies on hyper-parameter τ on the URBAN-
TSD dataset.

Model τ
Segment-based

F-score
Event-based

F-score
Radur 0.5 71.4 32.9
Radur 0.6 72.6 34.1
Radur 0.7 73.5 35.2
Radur 0.8 73.1 34.9
Radur 0.9 71.6 33.8

                                 (a)                                                                                       (b) 

Figure 2: (a) shows the performance comparison between TS-
DNet and RaDur on events of different duration. (b) shows the
ablation study on two hyper-parameters (α and β) of the Du-
Focal loss. Note that F-score is segment-based.

4.3. Ablation Studies

We first conduct ablation studies to investigate the effect of
hyper-parameter τ on the EE module and report experimental
results in Table 3. We can see that the performance gradually
improves with τ increasing from 0.5 to 0.7. After that, the per-
formance begins to decrease. The experimental phenomenon
meets our hypothesis: If τ is smaller than 0.6, we may select
non-target feature frame, which may influence the original em-
bedding. On the contrary, if τ is larger that 0.8, most of the
frames will be filtered, then the EE module may not work.

We also conduct ablation studies to investigate the influ-
ence of two of the hyper-parameters (α and β) in the Du-Focal
loss. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the value of β is very important,
and β should be larger than 0.5 because there are more negative
sample frames than positive ones in the Audioset-TSD dataset.
Furthermore, as the value of α increases, the F-score is boosted.
However, we can see that if β > 0.65 and α > 1.2, the perfor-
mance will drop. We argue that if β and α are both set too large,
the ratios of negative samples will be too small, as a result, the
negative samples may be easily ignored in the training process.

5. Conclusions
We have presented an improved TSDNet (RaDur) by modelling
short-duration events and enhancing the discriminating ability
of the embedding vectors. In the future work, we will explore
the extension of novel classes. The source code and dataset of
this work have been released.1
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